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Nikolai's Roof
"Great for Romance"

by kurmanstaff

+1 404 221 6362

Set atop the Hilton Atlanta, Nikolai's Roof offers the epitome of romance.
The view from the roof is breathtaking, and the elegant service is second
to none. The gourmet menu features fine Russian and French cuisine, and
the dishes are planned to go with and enhance the many vodka options
available. The prix fixe menu is expensive, but offers a truly exemplary
Russian meal. Reservations and jackets are required.
www.hilton.com/en/hotels
/atlahhh-hiltonatlanta/dining/

daniel.rudiger@hilton.com

255 Courtland Street
Northeast, Atlanta Hilton,
Atlanta GA

Barcelona Atlanta
"Taste Of Spain"

by soyculto

+1 404 589 1010

Giving a flavor of Spain in the Inman neighborhood is Barcelona Atlanta, a
wine bar and tapas restaurant. The delish menu is a creative spin-off of
the chef's interpretation on traditional dishes, yet it carries a unique flavor
that is delightful. The impressive wine selection comprises of all kinds of
Spanish wines from reds to desserts. The exposed bricks, communal
tables and fireplace gives it a very earthy look that is very appealing.
There are small tables as well for a more intimate gathering. You can
choose to dine at their lovely curved patio for an alfresco dining
experience. Visit Barcelona for a memorable time with friends and family.
www.barcelonawinebar.co
m/atlanta.htm

inmanpark@barcelonawine
bar.com

240 North Highland Avenue,
Atlanta GA

JavaVino
"Coffee or Wine?"

by Susanne Nilsson

+1 404 577 8673

Walk into JavaVino before or after a meal to set the mood with a drink. It
offers an extensive list of coffee and wine (yes, you read right!) to choose
from. Whether it is a business meetup or just a casual chat with friends,
the tranquil atmosphere seems to offer much-needed privacy. They have
an interesting breakfast, lunch and dinner menu too, and tea is also
served. While here, do take a walk down to the basement to check out the
huge and interesting wine cellar. The venue can be booked to host private
events as well.
www.javavino.com/

info@javavino.com

579 North Highland Avenue,
Atlanta GA
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